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                About Me

                
                My goal is to work on products that impact people.
                

                
                I'm a Computer Science student at the Ohio State University. I have a simple goal: to work on the products that impact millions of people. Having the pressure of getting it right or dealing with endless bands of disgruntled customers. That's the kind of environment I want to live in. One that encourages the team to work and grow together in order to have an impact on the world.
                

                
                Of course, a lot of responsibility goes into working on these projects. They can't give them to just anybody. I work every day to improve myself, trying to reach this level. To be good enough to earn the trust of my team and create these world-changing products. I always strive to learn from and with my team as much as possible, accomplishing goals together rather than on my own.
                

                
                Other interests include games and game development, soccer, and watching house tours on Architectural Digest.
                

            

        

    

    
    
        
            
                Projects

                
                Here are some of the projects I've worked on. Feel free to check them out.
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                        Mario Clone
                    

                    
                        Game Dev
                    

                

               
                
                    Overview
                

                

                
                    Video
                

                
                    Code
                

                
                    A clone of the first level of the original Super Mario Bros. Made using C# and MonoGame in a team of four, following Agile methodologies.
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                        Maze Visualizer
                    

                    
                        Game Dev
                    

                


                
                    Overview
                

                
                    Link
                

                

                
                    Code
                              

                
                    An app that visualizes maze generation algorithms. Made with javascript and a little bit of react.
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                        League of Legends Visualization
                    

                    
                        Data Vis
                    

                

            
                
                    Overview
                

                
                    Link
                

                
                    Video
                
                
                
                    Code
                

                
                    A network and bar chart visualization of North America's and Korea's 2019 summer splits. Used Gephi and Sigma.js for the network, and Plotly.js for the bar charts. In the network, champions are the nodes, and edges mean that two champions were played on the same team.
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                        MyOP.gg
                    

                    
                        Web Dev
                    

                


                
                    Overview
                

                
                    Link
                

                

                
                    Code
                

                
                    An app that uses the Riot API to provide match history and champion mastery information. Made using C# and ASP.NET MVC.
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                        Find The T!
                    

                    
                        Game Dev
                    

                


                
                    Overview
                

                
                    Link
                

                

                
                    Code
                
                

                
                    A simple mobile game in which the player must find the T amongst shaped that are close to a T. Made using Unity.
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                        Hackathon 2019
                    

                    
                        Computer Vision
                    

                


                
                    Overview
                

                

                

                
                    Code
                

                
                    An app that uses the Azure API, Reddit API, and OpenCV to predict which user uploaded image will get the most likes on social media. Made using Flask (python).
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                        FEH Robot Competition
                    

                    
                        Robotics
                    

                


                
                    Overview
                

                
                    Link (the password is master_f7)
                

                

                
                

                
                    A competition put on by the Fundamentals of Engineering Honors program in which teams build robots from scratch to compete in a race. Made using C.
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                Thank you for taking the time to visit my website.
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                	deanhaleem.10@gmail.com
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